A Modern Lifestyle Enriched by Nature in Richmond Hill

oak ri d g e g re e n

CONNECTED
WITH NATURE

in the heart of Richmond Hill.

Set in the terraced Oak Ridge Moraine, is a master-planned community surrounded by parks and trails,
with scenes so stunning it almost seems unreal. Sit by the surrounding lakes and absorb the serene sights,
marvel at the beautiful blue-green shades that change in intensity through the summer months. Breathe in
the pureness of fresh air, or explore further by nature strolls, or bike the green single-track. With incredible
schools, playgrounds, vibrant dining and shopping, this family community of Oakridge Green is sure to
make an impression.
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PERFECT HARMONY
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Imagine a place where nature
isn’t an amenity, it’s a necessity.”
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MAKE
WAY FOR
OPULENT
LIVING
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Always within sight and mere steps away is the unlimited lake access that makes
life at Oakridge Green captivating beyond measure, and the perfect backdrop
to any occasion. Paired wonderfully with the allure of the outdoors is the
incomparable interiors, rich in both character and comfort, designed to the highest
standards. A gracious entryway, a masterfully designed great room, distinguished
by a wide-open space that is warm and inviting, and boasts stunning backyard
views. Enjoy a well-appointed kitchen curated for the culinary creative, and versed
in the epicurean arts – reflective surfaces, crisp lines, sleek functionality and
integrated, modern-day conveniences. Outside, there is always room to entertain.
Relax with friends and family, and there are always places to dream in the perfect
setting of pure elegance and restful living.
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ARTIST CONCEPT

Imagine a place designed to
support a well balanced life.”
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LUXURY
FORMS THE
PERFECT
BACKDROP
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ARTIST CONCEPT

Imagine a place where design details
include distinct and varied architecture.”

ARTIST CONCEPT
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m i c h a elle j e a n p u b l i c s ch o o l
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r ic hmond hill c entr e
for the p er for ming ar ts

THE
NATURAL
RICHNESS
OF LIFE
Oakridge Green is an
established community
where everything you need is
in easy reach and everything
you want – and more – is just
moments away.”

elgi n m i l l s c ros s i n g
swan lak e
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AN ACTIVE
LIFESTYLE,
NATURALLY

a ngu s g l e n g o l f co u rs e
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Celebrate your life.

richmond hill

BUILT
WITH CARE
By Our Family for Yours
Sundance Homes was founded in the spirit of friendship and family, with a tradition built
on design, innovation and quality. For the past 20 years, Sundance Homes has proudly
created some of the finest new home communities throughout Southern Ontario.
Our charming GTA communities are woven into the fabric of some of the region’s
most desirable locations. Every home community we build is carefully selected and
crafted by our team of leading professionals. Over the past 20 years, Sundance has

TOWNS OF NICHOL GREEN // WHITBY

proudly built communities that cater to the needs of today’s homebuyers. From the 220
urban townhomes within Markham’s Olde Thornhill Village, to the intimate collection of
43 townhomes of Tideswell on the Rouge amidst Rouge National Park, to 152 stylish
single-family homes of Churchill Meadows – Mississauga’s finest master-planned
community, to Midhurst Valley – another vibrant master-planned community of
executive semis and singles in picturesque Springwater.
At Sundance Homes, we are committed to making your homebuying experience an
enjoyable one. Our sales, design, and service professionals will work with you at every

TIDESWELL ON THE ROUGE // TORONTO

stage of the homebuying process and beyond.
Sundance Homes wants your home to be a special place, full of warmth, comfort and
charm. Inspiring and filling you with the richness of life’s simple pleasures. With an
uncompromising commitment to quality, value and excellence, we invite you to choose
Sundance Homes for the home of distinction your family deserves.

THE TOWNS OF THORNHILL VILLAGE // MARKHAM

sundancehome.com

